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Abstract. Currently, there are many technologies available to automate
public utilities services (water, gas and electricity). AMR, Automated
Meter Reading, and SCADA, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisi-
tion, are the main functions that these technologies must support. In
this paper, we propose a low cost network with a similar architecture to
a static ad-hoc sensor network based on low power and unlicensed radio.
Topological parameters for this network are analyzed to obtain opti-
mal performances and to derive a pseudo-range criterion to create an
application-specific spanning tree for polling optimization purposes. In
application layer services, we analytically study different polling schemes.

Keywords: Automated Meter Reading Application, SCADA, Ad Hoc
Networks, Spanning Tree Algorithm, Multihop Routing Protocol.

1 Introduction

Since the 70’s, many technologies have been developed for Automatic Meter
Reading functions (AMR) and Distribution Automation (DA) for utility ap-
plications (water, gas and electricity) [1,2]. Many studies show that solutions
based on low power radio networks are viable and that they offer the best
cost/performance ratio[3,4,5]. However, it is only in the late 90’s that, radio
and microcontroller technologies have allowed the development of smart sensor
networks. We propose (in this paper) the use of ad-hoc network technologies to
support this application because:

– ad-hoc protocols are best suited to low power systems,
– nodes can be located without pre-planning,
– and topology is more flexible, making management simpler.

Public utilities’ management has many different aspects closely interrelated
that must be coordinated within a corporative network: (e.g. Meter reading 
from customer meters, Distribution management, Economic dispatch. . . )  These 
applications are often distributed throughout many computers. But, customer 
data polled from sensor networks, queries, remote control orders and network 
management messages must be processed by a unique computer named UC -
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Utility Controller. UC works as the master that controls many remote units (sen-
sor nodes), like a well known architecture called SCADA, Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition. We have called this application ASCADA, Augmented
SCADA, as it has to support typical SCADA functions and additional AMR
services. Some of these are listed below:

a) AMR functions. Meter reading or checking an individual customer, a
group-cluster of meters, and all meters (global reading). These queries could
be simultaneous, and the execution time must be as short as possible to re-
duce the reading period. Nowadays, the on-site reading period, carried out
by an operator, is about two months. The goal is to manage global readings
daily or weekly.

b) Telemetry functions. These services obtain data from sensors, and they
control some elements located at selected points of the distribution network
(flow, power, state of valves or switches, etc.) Distribution sensing and au-
tomation will enhance supply services, reducing failure, alarm and response
times. All this data must be polled periodically, and the completion time
must be as short as possible to reduce the bandwidth load.

c) Remote control orders. Security and reliability are the main characteris-
tics of these services. Minimization of transmission time is a general objec-
tive. In this case, it is quite important to reduce multiple hops and provide
dynamic routing capabilities to enhance reliability. Further functions would
be:
– encrypted data and sender identification for secure operations,
– order sequencing to avoid duplication,
– receipt request for confirmation,
– message transmission indicating the end of the command.

c) Alarm transmission. From distribution elements, nodes detect transmis-
sions caused by an exceptional situation. Nodes from customer meters must
not have this service to avoid network overload.

Some AMR services need to use a high percentage of network capacity. This
fact will be present throughout the paper. The next section analyses topology
characteristics more closely related to individual and overall polling. Section 3
presents different strategies to compute and optimize global polling and simu-
lation results. Finally, we outline future work and alternative solutions that are
currently being tested.

2 Topological Model and Properties

The IEEE working group SC-31 has proposed a set of topological models for
AMR systems. Figure 1 shows the model based on a fixed radio network. Each
element is conceptual and does not necessarily exist in the form shown. Devices
in the topology could be combined or reduced to a null element. When they are
present, elements A, B, C, D and X are intermediate devices. The topology can
support multiple delivery points, as shown, separated by service boundaries.



Fig. 1. Radio AMR topology model.

Table 1. Radio ranges on different scenarios and 100mW radiated power.

Band Indoors Outdoors Outdoors
(with obstacles) (with in line-sight)

433 MHz <100 meters <500 meters 1 - 2 Km
800 MHz <50 meters <300 meters 0.8 - 1.5 Km
900 MHz <30 meters <200 meters < 800 meters

Sensors connected to End Device and data stored in memory may vary de-
pending on location or application: customer buildings (meters) or distribution
surveillance and control (flow meters, power meters, valves or switchers states).

For this project, only application, network, link and physical layers have
been developed. Many of them were inspired by ad-hoc network protocols [6,7,8].
Application layer services include ASCADA functions for local and cluster meter
reading, tampering warning, alarm warning and the remote control of actuators.
The Network Layer supports a multihop routing protocol and network topology
maintenance. Data Link Layer offers a medium access contention (CSMA-CA),
sequence and synchronization control. But the Physical Layer is probably one of
the most important aspects. License exempt standards fix frequency bands and
radiated power output for telemetry applications, so consequently radio range is
also limited. Table 1 shows European ETS300-220 limits and bands for telemetry,
and radio ranges for different locations.



The End Devices used include radio OEMs which are compliant with ETS
300-220. In European cities, most of them are located indoors (but shouldn’t), so
the radio range ends up being about 100 m (433 MHz band). The Radio Network
consists of many End Devices forming a dense network where each node needs a
multihop transmission to reach the Utility Controller node. There is no planning
to select node locations, so the network topology has an arbitrary structure like
an ad-hoc network, although the amount of nodes will be greater (thousands for
medium size cities).

Currently, ad-hoc networks are classified into two categories:

1. Mobile Ad-hoc Networks -MANET.
2. Sensor Ad-hoc Networks.

Although the proposed network has some common aspects with sensor net-
works, it differs from both:

– Nodes have no mobility.
– Communication is usually between nodes and the UC.
– Power is not a main priority.
– Nodes are prone to failure.
– They are densely deployed within the range area.
– There are few topological changes (on very few occasions a node is added or

eliminated and radio range changes rarely occur).

Ad-hoc networks do not have any special nodes. However, for an applica-
tion layer, the Utility Controller will have true a special node. We will use this
property for optimizing network performance. To measure the relationship be-
tween these network performances and topology, we define a simple parameter -
Medium Number of Hops a node needs to reach the Utility Controller. is related
to medium access time from UC to a node, and to global polling time, also. We
have estimated in various scenarios. The first one is shown in figure 2, and it
assumes the following conditions:

1. Network nodes are uniformly distributed across the city, so we can define a
density parameter.

2. All devices are indoors, so the radio range will be short and the same for all
of them.

3. UC is located at center of the net.

We will refer to this topology as SR - Short Range Topology. We have proven
that depends mainly on geometric parameters, and it can be computed approx-
imately when RGC � RSR as it follows:

NH ≈ 2
3
H =

2
3

RGC

RSR
(1)

Where

– RGC - Global Radius. It is the radius of a circle that covers all nodes in the
city or a significant number of them.
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Fig. 2. SR - Short Range Topology.

– RSR - Short Radio range. It is the medium value of short radio range of
communication equipment.

NH is closely related to network topology. It enables computing network
performances for several protocols and topologies. Minimizing NH, will greatly
enhance the completion time for the global reading service. This optimization is
very important because global reading would probably be the major load service.
Other functions like order and alarm transmission will also be enhanced. As
NH decreases, transmission reliability will grow and service execution time will
reduced. One way to enhance previous SR topology is to use those nodes that
have much longer range than RSR as a bridge to reach UC reducing intermediate
hops. For example, equipment located outdoors may have a range up to ten times
greater. Long range nodes could act as a long range subnetwork, able to connect
any city area with the UC through fewer intermediate hops. Network protocols
must enable message flow between short range nodes and the closest long range
nodes in order to continue through the long-range subnetwork. In this way, the
network is divided into different clusters within a main node that belongs to the
long range subnet (see figure 3). We will refer to this topology as SR-LR (Short
Range - Long range) architecture.

In this case, as usual, the number of short range nodes is significantly greater
than the number of large range nodes. It can be shown that NH will be:

NHSR−LR ≈ NHSR + NHLR =
2
3

RLR

RSR
+

2
3

RGC

RLR
(2)

Note that NHSR does not depend on geometric parameters. It depends on
radio transmission characteristics. However, NH depends on city geometry. A
medium number of hops resulting from SR-LR architecture is significantly less
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Fig. 3. SR-LR architecture.

than SR architecture. For example, in a medium-size, European city like Seville
(Spain) 95% of the population is located inside of a circle of about RGC ≈ 5Km.
Then:

NHSR ≈ 2
3

5000
1000

= 33.33 NHSR ≈ 2
3
(1000

100
+

5000
1000

)
= 10 (3)

NH is generally a geometric parameter that we have to relate to network or
protocol characteristics. As is shown in figure 4, messages flow between the UC,
and nodes. They can be described as a token moving through a spanning tree.
Each node represents a hop, and its branches show some of the equipment inside
its radio range. A first approximation of the number of transmissions may be
derived from in a simple way, in terms of tokens moving in a spanning tree,
under the following conditions:

1. There is only a token in the tree, so there are no collisions.
2. The token always jumps between parent and children without retransmission.
3. Tokens flow following minimum paths.

Then:
NT = NH (4)

These conditions draw an ideal scenario:

– where a tree grows,
– radially without loops,
– all the nodes are in service,
– and there are no collisions or interference.

A first approch for real scenarios can be derived, supposing that p is the
error rate of transmissions between nodes. In this way retransmissions will be



necessary. We assume also, that p is uniform within the radio range and the
same for all nodes in the network. Then, we have proved that the maximum
value for medium number of transmissions is:

NTMAX =
1

1 − p
· NH (5)

Again NT depends on NH directly. So, finding the short paths to the UC
sold be the basis of topology management and performance optimization. We
have developed a custom algorithm to find these paths, but any other would be
possible [9,10,11,12,13,14] (most of these are designed for point to point com-
munication). However, ASCADA defines the UC at the application layer as the
main node. It is often present as a transmitter or receiver. Topologies described
previously make use of these properties to minimize multiple hops and create
preference paths to the UC (based on a minimum hops criteria). Moreover, sen-
sor networks usually select paths based either on power or quality link criteria
[15,16]. Because a minimum number of transmissions is the objective, our se-
lected criteria quantify these transmissions as close as possible to reality. Let i, j
be two neighbor nodes. We define as pseudo-range from node i to the UC through
j :

ρij = dj + ntij dj = min
(
ρjx

) ∀x (6)

Where dij is the minimum pseudo-range between j and UC, and ntij is the
medium number of transmissions between i and j, then, equation 6 assures the
location of a short path following a reasonable link quality along it, and loop
free.

3 Augmented Scada Application Optimization

Nodes always know the path to root through the parent node, but any selected
algorithm must allow the root node (UC) to have an approximate image of
current tree topology. This way, packets from nodes to the root do not contain
information about routing. Conversely, messages from root to nodes generally
use an explicit routing scheme, so packets must contain information about the
path. Packet header size must be optimized because radio frames should be as
short as possible to reduce the transmission error ratio, effective bandwidth, etc.

We propose in the paper to optimize application services in such a way so
that message traffic and routing header size are minimal. In the following, we
summarize all these application services:
AMR services:

– AMR Read : Root sends a read message to a node to read data or check a
meter.

– AMR Poll : Root sends a message to read data from all meters in a node.
– AMR Collect : Root sends a message again, to read data from all nodes of a

subtree.



Telemetry services:

– TLM Polling. This service initiates a periodic polling to a subset of nodes,
located at distribution points. It creates and updates a table called Image
Table with data from sensors which include a timestamp. This table may be
accessed by custom primitives (TLM Read).

– TLM Read. Return data from image table with integrity information (times-
tamp).

Remote control services:

– RC Send. Root sends a message with orders to control remote device (valves,
breakers. . . ). Message must be sequenced to avoid duplication and encrypted
for secure operation. It may be necessary to notify a receipt message, and
an order completion message.

– AMR Collect service may be the most complex because time minimization
and network overhead reduction are quite difficult to optimize simultane-
ously. There are many studies for polling optimization [17,18], but most of
them use a well defined topology (rectangular, hexagonal. . . ). The proposed
network is a random network, we only suppose that nodes are uniformly
deployed either as short-range nodes or long-range nodes. Execution time
and network overheads can be evaluated approximately from topology pa-
rameters (see previous section). These values may be used to compare how
different polling schemes may optimize network performance.

From the medium number of transmissions, we can compute execution time
in an ideal context (equation 4) or in a more real one (equation 5). We can
consider the collect message like a token moving along the branches from root
to nodes, and the answer as another token returning back from nodes. The first
approach is a simple collecting schedule consisting of polling each node from the
root and, individually, waiting for the answers. Nodes do not have an application
layer in that case, and there is only a single token moving in the tree. Moreover,
let us consider an ideal scenario with the following conditions:

1. There is no interference or collisions.
2. Waiting time to medium access is zero.
3. Protocol stack computing time is negligible.
4. Only one frame is necessary to transmit all data from a node.
5. All tokens have exactly the same size.

An approach value of execution time, for an overall collect order, may be
derived from a medium number of transmissions (equations 2,3,4), as:

CT1 =
(
PTS · N · NT + ATS · N · NT

) · CharSize
BaudRate

(7)
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Fig. 4. Polling scheme 2.

Where

– CT1 - Collect Time for schedule 1.
– N - Network nodes.
– PTS - Polling Token Size.
– ATS- Answer Token Size.

Second collecting algorithm is shown in figure 4. An application layer in all
the nodes receives the order. This node passes the token to one of its children,
and waits for a response. When it is received, (figure 4(1)) the node sends data
to the root (figure 4(2)), and it passes the collect order to the next child (figure
4(3)). Only when there are no more children to be polled, will the node answer
with its own data. Only one token is being passed between parent and children, so
no path header information is necessary, and the answer token is simultaneously
flowing to the root. To prevent a lost token, a timeout period guarantees the
token passes to the next child.

Using the previous scenario, we can compute an approximate collecting time
value for that schedule. Neglecting initial transmissions and second order effects,
the majority of transmissions are caused by answer token passing. Polling token
passing occurs simultaneously and so does not have any significant effect. In this
way:

CT2 = N · ATS · NT · CharSize
BaudRate

(8)

The ratio between CT2 and CT1:

CT2

CT1
=

N · ATS · NT

N · PTS · NT + N · ATS · NT
=

1

1 +
PTS

ATS

(9)

Usual PTS and ATS values allow a relative decrement of about 70 per cent.
A greater reduction can be reached by using multiple tokens. If collisions or
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Fig. 5. Simultaneously collecting tokens: polling scheme 3.

interference are not considered, then collecting time decreases to a factor equal
to the number of tokens. Obviously, collisions increase as the number of tokens
increase. Many response tokens travel to the root node, creating an implosion
problem [19] (which is greater near the root node). To avoid this, we propose a
polling scheme based on Short range - Long Range topology. The root node must
send polling tokens to each node in the LR subnet. Each LR node collects data
from all their sub-trees, aggregating and storing data, without passing them to
root. LR nodes only send data when the UC requests them. The node application
protocol does not change significantly with respect to the second schedule, so this
variant is fundamentally the same one for nodes. As it is shown in figure 5, polling
tokens are passing simultaneously over different areas, so collision probability
is low. Supposing that all the clusters have approximately the same number
of nodes (long-range and short range densities are homogeneous), neglecting
collisions and second order effects, then:

CT3 =
(NSR

NLR
· ATS · NTSR + N · ATS · NTLR

)
· CharSize
BaudRate

(10)

And supposing that NSR ≈ N, and applying (equation 2)

CT3

CT1
=

1

1 +
PTS

ATS

· 1

1 +
NTSR

NTLR

(11)

Using topology parameters for Seville, this scheme may reach CT3 = CT1/10.



4 Future Works

For the proposed network, we are currently working on network simulation,
self-configuration and optimization of ASCADA services performance. For the
latter, we are studying two complementary polling schedules: Avalanche token
passing and data catching/pre-collecting. To reduce interference and to enhance
polling order diffusion, each node sends two or more tokens to the children and
responses are aggregated to send a single response to the root. Nodes must be
selected in such a way that interference probability would be the least possible.
Data catching and pre-collecting schemes use data validation to update stored
data. Nodes save data from their children with a timestamp, so when a polling
token arrives, the node may use this data without passing it to them. Catching
update strategies, as periodically or predictive pre-collecting, must be designed
to minimize data age and optimize network performance.

Execution times and network overload optimization are the main objectives
of algorithms presented in this paper. Reliability however, must also be an im-
portant characteristic for a SCADA system.

Currently, we are working on reliability enhancement. Services such as order
messaging and alarm transmissions can be critically affected by local failures,
interference or collisions. Reliability must be present in all protocol layers, but
especially in application and network layers. Some characteristics previously out-
lined may raise reliability in application layers: order sequencing, encrypted mes-
sages, etc. At the network layer, we are researching a routing algorithm able to
find an alternate path when an error has occurred. We are testing a modification
of the Fish Eye Routing and other algorithms [20,21].
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